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DIGITAL DIRECTIONS

For every bar operation, there are few tasks as 
critical to profitability as taking regular weekly 
liquor, beer and wine inventory. Consider it “liq-

uid cash” that’s sitting on your shelves. For example, 
based on our experience, liquor costs are on average 
20-24 percent of sales, and for wine this figure is 30-
34 percent of sales. Beverage inventory, food inventory 
and labor costs make up the majority of costs to any 
restaurant or bar, so keeping these metrics in check is 
crucial to profitability.

Robert Plotkin, an expert in mixology and liquor 
inventory control and a frequent contributor to 
RestaurantOwner.com, says, “Inventory levels of li-
quor, beer and wine change with every flick of your 
bartenders’ wrists.” Shrinkage of liquor inventory — 
that is, breakage, overpouring, spillage and theft — 
costs your business money and lost profits — about 
23 percent. 

Liquor inventory theft is one of the hardest prob-
lems to spot; however, operators who routinely 

take inventory are more likely to notice inventory 
shortages. When the staff sees that management is 
counting key item inventories on a daily basis, items 
are less likely to walk out the door and cause missed 
sales opportunities.

If taking regular bar inventory is one of the most 
important jobs in the house, it is also one of the most 
miserable jobs in the house. Depending on the size of 
the bar, it can take hours to complete and, it is mind-
numbingly boring. Since the beginning of time, the 
savings gained by proper inventory management 
have come at a cost of its labor requirement, causing 
many bars to overlook the process and ultimately fail 
due to improper habits.

New solutions are emerging that make this time-
consuming task less onerous and more accurate. RS&G 
staff reviewed one of these applications, Partender, in 
our Midwest restaurant concept, which the staff likes 
to call “our living laboratory.”

Partender In a Nutshell
Partender is a cloud- and subscription-based inven-

tory solution on iOS (iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch), An-
droid, and the Web. At its core, Partender’s team set 
out on a mission to reduce the time it takes bars and 
restaurants to do inventory (and do so with the high-
est accuracy) so that they’d actually do it — and stay 
in business longer. 

According to the company, it is designed so that 
almost anyone can quickly take inventory, create and 
send a purchase order, and instantly view analytics like 
usage, cost of goods sold, and beverage cost on Par-
tender’s Web portal — all of which can be exported to 
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Excel. Currently, a stable Internet connection is required 
for use.

Partender has a massive database of liquors, wines 
and beers that dwarfs any of its competitors’ data-
bases. It’s more than likely that the company has 
every item in your bar; however, even if a particular 
product is not in Partender’s current database, you 
can easily add it by taking a one-time photograph of 
the bottle with your device’s camera and uploading 
it along with information on the bottle size and its 
alcohol classification.

As part of the setup process, you must create your 
Virtual Venue based on how bottles are arranged on 
your shelves. Essentially, Partender transitions you (if 
you’re not already doing this) to a “shelf-to-sheet” (or 
“shelf-to-app”) methodology of inventory, so you never 
have to worry about keeping documents and spread-
sheets up to date with new brands and flavors you con-
stantly add to your mix. Setup is a one-time process; 
the company compares its ease to “building a music 
playlist on your iPod”; however, it is not a task to be 
rushed or done carelessly, as the information entered 
will affect the quality of your reporting. As noted, how-
ever, you’ll find that most of the popular liquor items 
and wines are already in Partender’s database — you 
just need to add pricing in the Web portal (at https://
www.partender.com/setup) to help you generate your 
profit-and-loss statement data.

Liquor inventory theft  
is one of the hardest 

probLems to spot;  
however, operators who  

routinely take inventory are 
more likely to notice  
inventory shortages.  

When the staff sees that 
 management is counting key 

item inventories on a daily 
 basis, items are less likely 
 to walk out the door and 

cause missed saLes 
opportunities.

Using Partender to take inventory 
is quite simple. It requires bringing 
up on the screen an image of each 
bottle in your inventory, on your  
mobile device, and then looking at  
the level of the remaining contents.
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Because there are many variations in bottle sizes of the 
same brand, you need to make sure you select the correct 
size used in your operation.

One particularly important step to maximize the 
value of the Partender system is entering par values for 
each product carried. Based on these values and the to-
tal amount of bottles on hand that Partender automati-
cally calculates for each brand you carry, Partender then 
automatically populates an order guide that you can 
forward to your distributors for automated reordering in 
15-20 minutes.

And once the one-time setup process is complet-
ed, inventory becomes a quick breeze and mainte-
nance is only a matter of updating pricing and add-
ing any new brands or bottle sizes you’ve added to 
your inventory.

Taking inventory requires bringing up an image of 
each bottle in your inventory on the screen, and then 
tapping to wherever the liquid level. For example, let’s 
say the person taking bar inventory (the user) is look-
ing at a 1.75 liter bottle of Johnny Walker Red as he or 
she moves along the shelf. The user sees that the re-
maining contents are even with the heels of the “strid-
ing man” logo on the label. The user slides a moveable 
line on the screen so that the level on the actual bot-
tle matches the level on the image of that bottle, and 
that’s it. The process for each bottle can take a fraction 
of a second. Partender claims the procedure yields in-
ventory accuracy up to 99.2 percent.

The application is fairly intuitive, and no numeric 
data entry is required. The program converts the infor-
mation on the screen to a spreadsheet (explained lat-
er). Even the training required is minimal. However, just 
prior to week- or month-end inventory, operators will 
want to instruct bar staff to use the app as a blueprint 
to quickly arrange the order of bottles on the shelves 
to match the order of bottles that appear on the screen 
from left to right. This will increase not only the venue’s 
overall organization for drink efficiency, but also the 
owner’s or operator’s speed of entry, as it will eliminate 
the need to “hunt and record” each bottle every time 
inventory is taken.

Partender offers free online tutorials and telephone 
seminars, too. 

The Economics
Partender claims that it can reduce the time it takes 

to complete alcohol inventory by several hours. In 
the restaurant in which we tested Partender, we com-
pared it with a system that required weighing each 
bottle. The latter took 5 hours to complete in a me-

dium-sized bar-and-wine operation. Using Partender, 
the same operation took about 55 minutes to conduct 
the same process.

We continued to test both methods against each oth-
er for five weeks, also evaluating the economics of each. 
Partender’s saving in labor costs were impressive, based 
on the $15/hour wage paid to the staff taking inventory. 
Over a four-week period, the weighing system cost $300 
in labor compared with $60 using Partender.

That said, you have to weigh the savings against the 
cost of Partender compared with whatever system you 
currently use. Partender’s published subscription pricing 
is $299 per month annually, and $399 on a month-to-
month fee schedule). 

However, you also have to consider other economic 
advantages of the Partender system, which includes 
freeing a staff member’s time to handle other tasks and 
calculating your beverage cost with higher accuracy and 
without any data entry. Particularly in a small operation, 
with a lean crew, tying up an employee for several hours 
taking bar inventory is an opportunity cost, if he or she 
can be contributing to the business in other ways.

The Reporting System
Among Partender’s impressive features is its reporting 

system. When inventory is completed, and new inventory 
purchases are also entered, the system produces detailed 
spreadsheets that organize the data and report current 
wholesale and retail values of the supply on-hand, what’s 
dead stock, and actual usage during the inventory period 
so you can create more accurate par levels. The data is 
valuable for bookkeeping purposes; however, it also auto-
mates the ordering process if the user has entered the par 
values and distributors, as noted earlier. 

The spreadsheets can be accessed from the Partender 
website or you may set up the system so that the spread-
sheet is automatically forwarded to the owner, general 
manager, or whomever supervises bar operations. This 
way, everyone important can be kept apprised of inven-
tory needs and costs. Finally, as noted earlier, you can set 
up the system so that it automatically sends reordering 
information to your distributors.

Partender offers a free 14-day trial. For more informa-
tion, visit Partender.com. 

Neither RS&G LLC, which owns Restaurant Startup & 
Growth, RestaurantOwner.com, or its parent company, 
affiliates, investors, principals and staff have a financial 
interest in Partender. The application is being used and 
continually evaluated in a restaurant owned by the prin-
cipals of this magazine.
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